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About This Game

You’re driving home from work when you get an urgent call from your favorite niece, begging you to pick her up from her
boarding school. The teachers have gone missing, her classmates are becoming violent, and shadow creatures are haunting every

corner. Search the school, but remember this one simple rule: Never look into a mirror after sunset. Bloody Mary is always
watching.

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Bonus game featuring Bloody Mary's origin
Downloadable wallpapers, concept art and soundtracks
Special viewing areas for achievements and collectibles

A Secret room you can make over yourself!

This is a Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game, meaning a specific genre of story-driven, point & click adventures.
Throughout the game, players are tasked to find a list of objects hidden within a particular scene, and to occasionally complete

various mini-games/puzzles.
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For free its pretty good game maps could be bigger though and recommend some one play this on multi screens i do on 3 of
them and its way better. Okay. Where to start...

Graphics: Very simple, cartoony buildings and landscapes. The game almost looks like a slightly polished SimCity 2k, right
down to the building models. It's uncanny. In the large post office garages, the vehicle interaction and information tabs actually
go outside the border of the building screen, and can be hard to see with the city in the background.

Audio: Not a lot of variety in the background music loop. Note the singular noun there. It all sounds the same. Sound effects and
incidentals are okay.

Control: Clickdrag to pan the window gets a little annoying at times. I'd also like the ability to zoom out further to save me the
trouble.

Interface: Simple, but it works 95% of the time. An area I would suggest for polishing would be for changes in paths and other
variables to go into effect while the game is paused instead of having to unpause the game, then pause it again to go back to
what you were doing.

Gameplay: Incredibly uninspired. A sim junkie can figure out how to game the engine within the first hour or so. Get both your
first and second post offices fully developed (which can take maybe two hours after you've taken the engine back behind the
tool shed), and you can then just leave it running and walk away while the money pours in. On medium difficulty, I completed
all of the "missions" and eliminated my AI competitor by day 45 or so using the walk-away method.

Bugs: Surprisingly few and far between. Kudos on this.

Final thoughts: This is a very shallow game across the board, definitely not worth the full $15.00 price tag. This game is
categorized under the "casual games" category, and should have been priced as such (if this were maybe half the price, it'd be a
little bit more reasonable and falls in line with the one-and-done depth). Save your money and spend it on something with a lot
more teeth and replay value.. Bought this because Fatshark deserve the money, FLC and solid patches should be celebrated in
this day and age.. alot of fun i used it for funny comics its use i used it for wasnt intended i think but i can see lots of fun and
possiblity in this depending on the situations it can be fun for a parent for there kids to use with there kids or simply jus tto
make a little comic to pass the tiem. It's fun, and the aesthetic is really pleasing. And the sense humor is really great. But it's way
too short, and doesn't have a whole lot of content. I'd get it on sale, because there is fun to be had. But I was kind of
disappointed when it just abruptly ended. Could be because I haven't played the other Far Cry games, but I was left wanting way
more.
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if i was high this would be even better. I get all of the expansions for this as I own the Season Pass. It's the way to go. The
expansions add a degree of challenge to the game, more levels, and a little different gameplay. No regrets, would buy the Season
Pass again for quality content.. I reccomend that you don't buy this game.. Alright game 7/10. will start off by saying that this
game has very little to actually "do" in it, it is more of an interactive story almost, but not quite. The object of all three of the
Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective mysteries is to gather clues by deciding on what people and places to visit. Once you
have gotten enough information to solve the crime\/s you will go before a judge and he will ask a few questions that you must
answer correctly. Getting to the judge and answering questions using the fewest amount of clues that you can will give you a
score. The goal is to solve the mystery by using only as many clues as it takes Holmes to solve the mystery. There is not a lot of
replay ability in the game except if your score doesn't match Holmes' once you have solve the mystery. I wouldn't expect it to
take very many playthorughs to match Holmes scores.

If you like Sherlock Holmes , or some not too hard brain teasers, you will enjoy the game. It is only about 60-90 mins of total
gameplay in most instances for each mystery. As for the price, I would definitely go the collection route as it's almost half price.
I would probably also wait til it might be on sale as well.. Achievmentos!
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